The ServiceCode Attribute for TRIP

1. Introduction

TRIP [2] provides a means for entities in a VoIP network to advertise telephony routes to their peers. The primary proposal describes TRIP Location Servers which act as focal points for the aggregation of routes offered by a network; these routes are then shared with peer
networks. Presumably, these Location Servers are associated with VoIP call-routing instruments (such as Proxy Servers in SIP [3] or gatekeepers in H.323 [4]), and the routes collected by a Location Server are used to make decisions about routing VoIP calls.

A subsequent TRIP proposal [5] introduces an intradomain version of TRIP which allows endpoints in a VoIP network (such as gateways and softswitches) to propagate the availability of routes to Location Servers. Previous to this effort, it was assumed that network administrators would be responsible for the redundant provisioning of these devices.

TRIP propagates routes associated with an address family; currently, E.164 [6] telephone numbers and routing numbers (special phone numbers used in local number portability) have been identified as address families in TRIP. Routes that use telephone-number based address families generally support prefix matching (e.g. '+1800' signifies that all calls in the North American Numbering Plan in the 800 NPA are eligible for termination at the endpoint that has propagated this route) for cases in which a large set of telephone numbers (an address range) needs to be propagated.

Service codes are proposed as an optional mechanism (specifically a TRIP attribute) that support the advertisement of routes associated with services in TRIP. A service code may be propagated along with the route in order to provide information about the type of service that the endpoint originating this route offers. This information ultimately will assist the Location Server and call routing system in making decisions about routing calls; as well as potentially realising other advantages for network administrators.

Specifically, service codes can be used for the following:

- **Feature interactivity:** By understanding the type of service that a particular route represents, a Location Server/call routing system can potentially make better decisions about routing calls, particularly when multiple endpoints are eligible to field a call.

- **Differentiating between types of termination:** Some calls may require features that are only available when the terminating endpoint supports certain PSTN protocols or features.

- **Operational advantages:** The presence of an explicit service code in TRIP signaling would facilitate debugging of network route exchanges. Additionally, network administrators would have the opportunity to execute policies based on the service code.

- **Aggregation changes:** Some routes that would otherwise have been
aggregated are kept distinct, potentially allowing Location Servers and call routing systems to select the most proper network or resource for a call.

Service codes are well suited to an environment of dynamic registration of services in which the administrators of application servers do not control the Location Servers to which routes are propagated - especially if these resources are in distinct Internet Telephony Administrative Domains.

2. TRIP for Services

A service, as described in this document, is a network application residing on an endpoint that speaks a VoIP protocol (such as SIP or H.323). The applications with which this document is primarily concerned are those that implement telephony service logic which modifies some aspect of a VoIP call. The endpoints that house these applications are generally referred to as application servers or service nodes.

TRIP as envisioned in [5] is a protocol used by gateways and softswitches to propagate the ranges of telephony addresses that can be reached through them. Conventionally, these ranges are understood to be sets of telephone numbers (or prefixes representing groups of numbers) to which a gateway is adjacent, and which consequently a gateway can service at a favorable cost. However, nothing prevents an application server from similarly propagating address ranges that are appropriate to its services.

In other words, TRIP is already enabled for basic service routing, and requires no special additions to allow an application server to propagate routes. However, it is not clear that TRIP has mechanisms to address feature interaction problems that may arise when multiple routes are available for a single call.

To take a simple example, an LS which governs the configuration of a SIP Proxy Server might have received several propagated routes that are applicable to a given call. Without insight into the sort of service that had propagated the route, the LS must make decisions about precedence based on factors like the longest prefix match, which might not necessarily reflect the fact that a call forwarding service should be consulted before a termination service.

Similarly, without service codes an LS might not be able to detect that several routes it had received are in fact associated with the same service (say, local number portability services being operated by several independent application service providers), which could result in services being accessed redundantly.
Although this document is primarily concerned with routes propagated by application servers, termination (offered by a gateway or softswitch) can also be considered a service. Using service codes, a conventional gateway can provide a greater degree of specificity about its termination capabilities. For example, a gateway providing PRI termination can be distinguished from a softswitch providing SS7 termination when certain features of the call would make one termination type preferable to another.

Finally, gateways that have their own service logic can specify both their services and their termination capabilities. This is in essence no different than an application server that harbors several independent services. In either of these cases, it's possible that several discrete address ranges will be propagated for different services from the same endpoint.

3. Propagating Routes with Service Codes

Consider the following example:

```
+--------+
PRI     |
--------+
        |
--------+
 +-------+ Gateway1 | +1720 +-------+
        |               |
--------+
   +-------+ UDPATE | +-----------+
        |             |
--------+
   | Location| UDPATE |
        |-------->|
        | Server |
        +--------+
        |
        |
--------+
   +-------+ UDPATE | +-----------+
        |             |
--------+
   | Location| UDPATE |
        |-------->|
        | Server |
        +--------+
        |
        |
--------+
   +-------+ App | +17208885 +-------+
        |             |
--------+
   | Server |
        +--------+
        |
        |
--------+
   +-------+ NumTrans | SIP |
        |             |
--------+
        |
        |
--------+
        |
        |
--------+
        |
        |
--------+
        |
        |
--------+
        |
        |
--------+
        |
        |
--------+
        |
        |
--------+
        |
        |
--------+
```

Gateway1 is a SIP-PRI gateway that is located in the 720 NPA in the US. Consequently, it propagates a route to its Location Server (using intradomain TRIP) with an address range of '+1720'. It also includes a ServiceCode indicating 'PRI Termination'.

Meanwhile, App Server is running a number translation application of some kind. This application is a consumer of calls destined for a particular thousand-block in the 720 NPA. Therefore, the App Server propagates its own route to the LS with an address range of '+17208885' and with a ServiceCode indicating 'Number Translation'. 
When the Location Server receives these routes, it has two responsibilities. Firstly, it must provide some instruction to the SIP proxy with which it is associated. Secondly, it must propagate these routes onwards to peer Location Servers, possibly in other administrative domains.

How the LS will provision the PS as a result of these two routes is a matter of administrative policy. Somehow, the LS will most likely insert a preference for the AppServer route over the Gateway route, when both rules apply to a call - provided that the general policy of the LS is that a Number Translation service should be accessed before a Termination service. The administrator responsible for setting policy on the LS will certainly be aware that sending the call to a Termination service is the final step in the call's lifecycle. The decisions made on the basis of administrator policy by the LS will determine how the PS will route calls that might terminate at these resources.

The LS will also determine what routes it should propagate to its peers. Without ServiceCodes, obviously, '+1720' and '+17208885' would aggregate to '+1720'. However, with ServiceCodes, these two routes clearly are indicating the availability of different resources, and consequently they cannot be aggregated. This concept is explored further below in section 6.

4. ServiceCode Attribute

Mandatory: False
Required Flags: optional, non-transitive
Potential Flags: None
TRIP Type Code: TBD

The ServiceCode attribute may appear in ReachableRoutes and WithdrawnRoutes in a TRIP UPDATE message. If a route has been propagated with a ServiceCode, it must also be withdrawn with the ServiceCode to avoid potential ambiguity.

While today TRIP specifies only telephone numbers as address families, the ServiceCode attribute will most likely be applicable to any present or future address family used in TRIP.

Note that the ServiceCode attribute is optional. If the attribute does not appear in an UPDATE, the service is assumed to be 'Termination - unspecified' (ServiceCode 0).

Given that there are potentially a large number of VoIP services, this proposal recommends that two bytes be used for ServiceCodes. Also, rather than enumerating the possible ServiceCodes in this
document, it is submitted that IANA should maintain the list of standard ServiceCodes. Some examples of potential services are:

- SS7 Termination
- Freephone Number Translation
- Conferencing

Finally, note that more than one ServiceCode can be associated with a given address range - this may become especially prevalent in interdomain cases in which the capabilities of several application servers are aggregated.

A more detailed examination of the byte structure used for ServiceCodes shall be explored in a future version of this document.

5. Operating with ServiceCodes

There are several potential benefits for network administrators using ServiceCodes.

The arrival of a propagation of a route for the address range '+17208885' at a given LS might not be immediately understood to signify that conferencing services are available to the network. However, an accompanying ServiceCode that can easily be referenced would allow a human or an application to understand which services are available in the network at any given moment. The presence of ServiceCodes could also aid the analysis of network failures in logs that record TRIP packets.

ServiceCodes might also be used as triggers for various policies executed by a network administrator. These policies could be as simple as the denial of a particular ServiceCode from a particular ITAD or gateway. On the other end of the spectrum, policies could be used to determine route precedence; general rules like 'services before termination' could be applied by the Location Server to the decision matrix of the call routing system.

As a special case of policy deployment, a network administrator might elect to verify that the address range associated with a particular ServiceCode is appropriate for the service in question. For example, if the ServiceCode is 'Freephone Translation', then the set of address ranges in the US should be limited to '+1800', '+1877', '+1888' - the established freephone NPAs. Any network administrator attempting to block particular ServiceCodes might require this added security.
6. Aggregation of Address Families with ServiceCodes

Clearly, the specification of a ServiceCode associated with a route should affect the way aggregation with other routes is performed. Three consequences follow from this:

   o Two routes which specify adjacent address ranges with different ServiceCodes cannot be aggregated. For example, consider a case in which two routes are propagated by a network, one representing the address range '+17208880' through '+17208884' with a ServiceCode indicating 'SS7 Termination', and another representing '+17208885' through '+17208889' with a ServiceCode representing 'Number Translation'. An LS could not aggregate these two routes into a single route with an address range of '+1720888' due to the incompatibility of the ServiceCodes.

   o Two routes specifying the same address range with different ServiceCodes can be aggregated. For example, one route indicating an address range of '+1720' with a ServiceCode of 'SS7 Termination' and another route indicating an address range of '+1720' with a ServiceCode of 'Number Translation' can be aggregated into a single route with an address range of '+1720' with two ServiceCodes, 'SS7 Termination' and 'NumberTranslation'.

   o Routes without ServiceCodes can only be aggregated with one another, or with routes bearing the ServiceCode 'Termination - unspecified' defined above.

This is to be further examined in a future version of this draft.

7. IANA Considerations

The intention of this proposal is that users of this mechanism will register ServiceCodes with IANA. A block of ServiceCodes shall be reserved as spare for non-standard usage.

As is noted above, ServiceCodes shall be two bytes in length. ServiceCode 0 is reserved (signifying unspecified termination).

It may be desirable to divide the available namespace for ServiceCodes into sections representative of classes of service. For example, one class might be 'Termination' and another 'Number Translation'.

ServiceCodes may also wish to distinguish between those services of which a given instance returns a unique result to a given query and services whose instances all necessarily return the same result to a given query. For example, all freephone translation services will
return the same result for a given query (provided they are up to date), and hence all of these services are isomorphic. However, a call forwarding application operated by one ASP may return radically different results than that of another ASP - both of these ASPs are offering the same service, but the services are not isomorphic.

8. Security

Several security concerns are described in the operational section (5) above.

It is especially important in the context of ServiceCode propagation that an LS only accept TRIP routes from authorized sources - fraud and DoS are possible consequences.
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